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Privileged Access Governance 

Privileged Access Governance or PAG is fast becoming a crucial discipline of 

Privileged Access Management (PAM) to help organizations gain required visibility 

into the state of privileged access necessary to support the decision-making 

process and comply with regulations. Besides providing support for managing 

lifecycle events of privileged accounts, PAG includes privileged access 

certifications and provisions for customizable reporting and dashboarding of 

privileged access to sensitive data, critical systems and applications across an 

organization’s IT presence. 
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1 Introduction 

With a rapidly changing IT landscape in the age of digital transformation, the risks of unmanaged 

privileges can be disastrous to the business. Most organizations lack sufficient visibility into the access 

privileges that are often spread across the IT environment and have no provisions in place to calibrate 

and measure the state of privileged access entitlements. The privileged entitlements are generally 

assigned to software and system accounts and in some cases to administrative roles and even individual 

named accounts. 

With the increasing complexity of privileged access entitlements and the need to assign them on a least-

privilege basis to conform to foundational security guidelines, it is important that security leaders and 

system owners have the right tools that can help them conduct frequent access certifications as a 

vehicle to gain necessary visibility in the organization’s state of privileged access. 

This starts with a consistent lifecycle management for privileged accounts. When applications are 

onboarded, such processes must be initiated. Beyond that, there also is a continuous need for tracking 

such accounts, e.g. to avoid orphaned accounts or ending up with highly privileged but unmanaged 

accounts. 

Organizations must introduce controls to gain the required visibility into the access patterns and 

privileged entitlements by deploying appropriate access governance capabilities. Emerging technology 

initiatives such as the digital workplace, DevOps, security automation and the Internet of Things 

continue to expand the attack surface of organizations as well as introduce new digital risks. To stay 

competitive and compliant, organizations must actively seek newer ways of assessing and managing 

security risks without disrupting the business. Security leaders, therefore, have an urgent need to 

constantly improve upon security posture of the organization by identifying and implementing 

appropriate controls to prevent such threats. 

In a nutshell, Privileged Access Management represents the set of critical cybersecurity controls that 

deal with the management of security risks associated with privileged access in an organization. There 

are primarily two types of privileged users: 

1. Privileged Business Users -  those who have access to sensitive data and information assets such 

as HR records, payroll details, financial information, company’s intellectual property etc.. This 

type of access is typically assigned to the application users through business roles using the 

application accounts.  

2. Privileged IT Users – those who have access to IT infrastructure supporting the business. Such 

access is generally granted to IT administrators through administrative roles using system 

accounts, software accounts or operational accounts. 

The privileged nature of these accounts provides their users with an unrestricted and often 

unmonitored access across the organization’s IT assets, which not only violates basic security principles 

such as least privilege but also severely limits the ability to establish individual accountability for 

privileged activities. 
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Privileged accounts pose a significant threat to the overall security posture of an organization because of 

their heightened level of access to sensitive data and critical operations. Security leaders, therefore, 

need a stronger emphasis on identifying and managing these accounts to prevent the security risks 

emanating from their misuse.  

Available Identity and Access Management (IAM) tools are purposely designed to deal with 

management of standard users’ identity and access and do not offer the capabilities to manage 

privileged access scenarios such as the use of shared accounts, monitoring of privileged activities and do 

not provide Privileged Access Governance capabilities. IGA tools also do not provide management of 

non-human accounts such as service accounts that are frequently used by systems and applications to 

execute specific tasks including connecting to other systems, applications and databases, and are non-

interactive in nature. Privileged Access Management tools are increasingly being designed to address 

Privileged Access Governance (PAG) requirements by either building native governance functions or 

allowing for external interfaces such as APIs and SDKs for IGA tools to fetch privilege entitlements 

associated with a user and role during the standard access certification campaigns. 

IGA tools also do not provide management of non-human accounts such as service 

accounts that are frequently used by systems and applications to execute specific 

tasks including connecting to other systems, applications and databases, and are 

non-interactive in nature. 

While credential vaulting, password rotation, controlled elevation and delegation of privileges,  session 

establishment and activity monitoring have been the focus of attention for PAM tools for a long time, 

Privileged Access Governance along with other  advanced capabilities such as privileged user analytics, 

risk-based session monitoring and advanced threat protection are becoming the new norm - all 

integrated into comprehensive PAM suites being offered. We see a growing number of vendors taking 

different approaches to solve the underlying problem of restricting, monitoring, and analyzing privileged 

access and the use of shared accounts. 

In addition to these capabilities, there’s an urgent need felt by organizations to conduct and manage 

privileged access certifications to help security leaders and managers gain the necessary visibility into 

the state of administrative and privileged access of users and contractors in the IaaS and PaaS platforms 

at a given point of time. Privileged Access Governance provides this visibility through on-demand access 

certifications, access attestation and remediation workflows for cloud resources. Flexible reporting 

capabilities allow security leaders and systems owners to continuously monitor, manage and control 

privileged access including privilege escalations to the critical assets and sensitive data across the 

organization’s IT environment.  

In this whitepaper, we will discuss the drivers, challenges and best practice approaches of leveraging 

Privileged Access Governance to enable a secure, accountable and regulatory compliant privileged 

access environment for organizations. 
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2 Highlights

• Primary drivers for Privileged Access Governance 

• The need for having a comprehensive Account Lifecycle Management in place 

• Risks and pitfalls of extending existing Identity Governance and Administration (IGA) for Privileged 

Access Governance 

• Potential risks and challenges associated with Privileged Access Governance 

• Thycotic’s approach to delivering Privileged Access Governance 

• Recommendations for implementing successful PAG 

3 Primary drivers for Privileged Access Governance 

Given the distributed and widespread use of privileged access through multiple privileged channels, most 

organizations have very limited visibility into the lifecycle of privileged accounts and therefore lack 

sufficient control of privileged access in their IT estate. Privileged Access Governance promises the 

necessary control over privileged account lifecycle events and visibility into their access patterns and 

associated risks. 

The primary drivers for Privileged Access Governance have been observed to be: 

• Lack of account lifecycle management capabilities: Prevalence of privileged accounts across the IT 

infrastructure for any organization demands end-to-end lifecycle management of these accounts 

starting from accounts discovery, on-boarding, ownership assignments to account modifications 

including decommissioning of the accounts. Existing PAM tools lack a comprehensive approach for 

the lifecycle management of accounts leading to poor management of and visibility into the 

lifecycle events of such accounts, particularly non-human privileged accounts such as service 

accounts and application to applications (A2A) accounts. Privileged Access Governance (PAG) 

helps organizations by adding on account lifecycle management functions for: 

a) Account discovery 

b) Account onboarding 

c) Account ownership and delegation management 

d) Account modifications 

e) Account decommissioning 

Few of these capabilities can be achieved by integrating IT Asset Management (ITAM) systems 

and Configuration Management Databases (CMDBs) with IT Service Management (ITSM) tools. 

However, this is not recommended due to the amount of integration effort and the complexity of 

account lifecycle management workflows involved. 
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• Lack of visibility in the state of privileged access: The distributed and heterogeneous nature of 

privileged access combined with an unmanaged and poorly monitored use of privileged access 

hampers the required visibility of security leaders and system owners in the prevalent access 

patterns. This includes the various unmanaged privileged accounts including service accounts and 

application to application (A2A) accounts scattered across an organization’s IT infrastructure. 

These privileged access patterns grow more complex and opaque with outsourced IT operations 

and the adoption of IaaS and PaaS platforms. 

Most PAM tools today do not provide capabilities of their own for comprehensive 

access governance but allow for integrations with IGA tools to leverage their access 

certification and request management workflows 

• Accumulation of privileged entitlements by users: Privileged users, over a period of time, tend to 

accumulate sensitive privileged access across a range of critical systems and applications. When 

they move into a new role, they acquire additional administrative or privileged access but 

generally don’t give up the access that was acquired as part of a previous role(s). This creates a 

severe accumulation of privileged access for such users putting extra powers in their hands which 

is quite often conflicting and against IT separation of duty regulations indicated by PSD2, HIPAA, 

SOX and others. 

• Accumulation of privileged entitlements by roles: Privileged access in many organizations is 

governed by role-based access control (RBAC) model. Users are assigned administrative roles 

consisting of privileged entitlements. Processes and request workflows for creation, modification 

and assignment of these roles are generally executed without verifying the access conflicts or 

running checks for IT separation of duty violations. 

• Provisioning of entitlements directly at the source: Un-monitored privileged access can be evil in 

many ways and when in wrong hands can allow the administrators to create or modify own or 

others’ privileged access directly at the source or the target system skipping the necessary access 

request and approval workflows. Access reconciliations are conducted periodically to refresh and 

reconcile access with defined and approved access policies. 

• Lack of periodic access certification capabilities for privileged access: Periodic access certification 

offers organization-wide visibility in the state of access across the multitude of devices, systems 

and applications including access to cloud-based applications. Access certification allows process 

and role owners to initiate on-demand or periodic access reviews to manage attestations that 

users only have the access rights necessary to perform their job functions. 

• Lack of access remediation workflows: Ability to detect outstanding and conflicting access 

entitlements, associated with application roles, user roles or business roles should invoke 

remediation workflows to initiate corrective measures. This can be dealt in multiple ways from 

manual de-provisioning, automated role or entitlement de-provisioning to de-provisioning 

request initiation based on the priority and risks associated with such findings. 
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Additionally, there are several other operational, governance and regulatory requirements associated 

with Privileged Access Governance: 

• Discovery and inventory of privileged accounts including shared accounts,  

software and service accounts across the IT infrastructure 

• Identifying and tracking of ownership of privileged accounts throughout their life-cycle 

• Auditing, recording and monitoring of privileged activities for regulatory compliance 

• Managing, restricting, and monitoring administrative access to IT outsourcing vendors  

and MSPs to internal IT systems; 

• Managing and certifying administrative access of internal users to cloud services on a regular basis 

There’s some good amount of capability maturity built in the PAM tools today for conducting accounts 

discovery by scanning through the network and connected systems and applications, however, 

appropriate onboarding of these accounts still remains a major process challenge for most 

organizations. 

Without appropriate PAG, seamless onboarding of privileged accounts could be a 

challenge for most organizations  leading to severe operational inefficiencies and 

security deficiencies 

With an appropriate account on-boarding process, it is increasingly important for organizations to 

categorize them based on the risks associated with an account compromise and build the necessary 

workflows around provisioning of access to these accounts appropriately. However, this remains an 

organizational best practice that must be identified and planned to be incorporated early in the process. 

Many PAM vendors do not offer the required support for risk-based account onboarding and privilege 

assignments. 

4 Risks and Pitfalls of Extending IGA for Privileged Access Governance 

With PAM tools’ focus still revolving around credential vaulting, password rotation, controlled elevation 

and delegation of privileges, session establishment and activity monitoring, there remains an ever-

widening gap in the ability of these tools to address common Privileged Access Governance requirements 

for both internal reporting and external compliance purposes. 

Privlieged Access Governance, including the ability for managing the lifecycle of privileged accounts, 

appears being a logical extension of standard IGA tools. However, there are certain limitations for such 

approach. This, from our perspective, drives the need and market for specialized tools that are targeted 

on delivering specific capabilities for the PAM use cases and PAG. 
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Stakeholders and Buyers 

While both PAM and IGA are part of the broader IAM (Identity and Access Management), they 

frequently are run by different teams within an organization. Commonly, PAM is closer to the system 

administrator level, while IGA is closer to the business level. In many organizations, the stakeholders and 

the corporate buyers of such solutions differ. In consequence, the groups that operate the different 

tools differ as well. Thus, it is challenging to run a fully integrated approach on IGA and PAM. The PAM 

teams will – for a good reason – focus on the specific capabilities for their use cases, while IGA must 

take a fairly different angle for the specific IGA use cases. 

Generic Integration Challenges 

While several vendors provide some sort of integration between IGA and PAM tools, sometimes based 

on official partnerships, most of these integrations are rather immature when it comes to the depth of 

integration and the breadth of supported use cases. The integration effort must not be underestimated. 

Furthermore, with IGA being focused on business users and their entitlements, while PAM focuses more 

on technical accounts and a fine-grain control about their behaviour, there is not that much overlap 

between both the lifecycle management and access governance use cases for these two areas. In 

consequence, the effort of supporting specifics of e.g. PAM with an IGA tool can be very considerable. 

This challenge also might be phrased differently: IGA is focused on the human users, while PAM focuses 

on accounts of which many are non-human (e.g. technical/functional accounts) and the technical 

entitlements assigned to these, down to aspects such as “which commands can be executed on a 

console” 

While out-of-the-box integration between certain IGA and PAM tools might evolve over time, the basic 

challenges of serving different use cases will not disappear 

Privileged Access Certification 

Most Identity Governance and Administration (IGA) tools provide detailed access governance 

capabilities for an organization to gain required visibility in the state of access across the multitude of 

devices, systems and applications including access to cloud-based applications. This includes offering 

access certification which enables process and role owners to initiate on-demand or periodic access 

reviews to manage attestations and validating that the users only possess the access rights necessary to 

perform their job functions. Access certification campaigns are intended to facilitate faster and accurate 

reviews of access by highlighting policy violations and permission conflicts in users' access entitlements 

across multiple applications that are tagged to be revoked or approved under the listed exceptions. 

With periodic access certifications now taking the next leap towards event-based micro-certifications 

provide more dynamic access governance capabilities and can contribute significantly to an 

organizations’ Privileged Access Governance (PAG) requirements. 

Most IGA tools provide detailed access governance capabilities. Besides access governance, they offer 

extensive role management, segregation of duty (SoD) analysis and reporting and dashboarding – all of 

which are essential elements for Privileged Access Governance and must be directly applied to your 

privileged access. 
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Extending these IGA capabilities for PAG through integration with PAM tools can prove to be a severely 

daunting exercise due to: 

a) the varying levels of integration offered by IGA tools for these functions, and 

b) the lack of support for such integrations offered by the IGA vendors 

While some of these functions can be integrated using the APIs made available from IGA tools, most 

others require substantial customization efforts to accommodate these integrations and is therefore not 

a recommended choice, especially when there are PAM tools starting to offer easy to onboard, built for 

purpose, native PAG capabilities. 

Privileged Role Governance 

The role governance capability offer control of and visibility into a role’s entire lifecycle, from its 

inception to its decommission. In a typical role-based access control (RBAC) setting, role governance 

monitors and tracks the following key processes for governing the role lifecycle. IGA tools provide a 

varied level of support for governing each of these role lifecycle events: 

1. Role Definition – Defining a role based on the business/ IT functions and logically grouping the access 

entitlements based on the approved prototypes 

2. Role Approval – The process of seeking the consent of business, process or role owners including 

appropriate role analysis and tracking of approvals with associated workflows 

3. Role Creation – Monitoring and auditing of tasks involved in the implementation of approved roles in 

the production 

4. Role Assignment –  Performing SOD and other policy checks to ensure role assignment is compliant 

5. Role Modification –  Ensuring that changes made to existing roles are approved, tracked and do not 

introduce new risks 

6. Role Optimization –  Using intelligence from identity analytics for identifying inefficient use of roles 

and approval processes and implement measures to optimize roles to improve the efficiency of user 

access administration. 

More commonly based upon resource level or hierarchy requirements, access 

certification capabilities are increasingly becoming risk-aware to include  

micro-certifications based on the risk of an identity life-cycle event 

These role governing criteria are immediately relevant to administrative roles due to the privilege, 

power and accountability requirements tied to such roles. It is important that Privileged Access 

Governance embeds the elements of administrative role life-cycle management to prevent access abuse 

through role aggregation, role abandonment and orphaned roles. 
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IT Separation of Duties (IT SoD) 

IT Separation of Duties (IT SoD) is often confused with Segregation of Duties Controls 

Management (SOD CM). There’s a significant difference between the two. Where IT SoD is 

an access management control targeted at IT roles and administrative privileges, SOD CM is 

an internal fraud management control targeted at role-based authorizations across 

business applications. 

IT Separation of Duties (IT SoD) is not only a mandatory compliance requirement but 

is also  a foundational information security hygiene principle to promote  healthy 

critical operating IT environment 

The SoD CM capability offered by IGA tools should be extended to privileged role governance to 

implement a sustainable IT SoD model. PAM tools play an important role in IT SoD execution by 

enforcing SoD compliant access controls and monitoring privileged activities. 

Conventional IGA tools are well capable of managing most of these requirements discussed above 

through built-in features as core product capabilities. PAM integration with IGA allows organizations to 

extend the access governance capabilities of existing IGA workflows to privileged entitlements, roles, 

users as well as accounts. 

Increasing DevOps Support 

Privileged Access Governance with its ability to discover, inventory and manage account lifecycle event 

can offer significant benefits to an organization’s DevOps initiatives in helping security leaders 

understand which accounts and privileges are associated with which CI/CD pipelines. It can also offer 

better visibility into the usage patterns of accounts and credentials by developers during development 

and testing phases to help navigate and streamline application development and release cycles well. 

5 Potential Risks and Challenges of Privileged Access Governance 

Privileged Access Governance (PAG) has emerged as a PAM discipline that promises significant value 

addition for managing privileged access by allowing end-to-end lifecycle management of privileged 

accounts and better visibility into the state of privileged access necessary to support decision-making 

and  regulatory compliance. However, a lack of supporting technology and organizational processes is 

dampening the healthy growth trend, making Privileged Access Governance complex and leaving 

organizations vulnerable to privileged access security risks. 

While there are several risks and challenges associated with successful planning and implementation of 

Privileged Access Governance, we would like to highlight the most common ones here: 
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1. Lack of understanding of the appropriate business value of PAG 

There’s a lack of understanding in the market of the appropriate business value that can be derived 

from PAG implementations in making access decisions related to privileged IT and business access to an 

organizations’ most critical assets and data. PAG can not only provide accurate snapshots of privileged 

access across an organization’s IT presence but also helps to continuously enforce privileged access 

policies while allowing security and IT leaders to measure the effectiveness of such controls on an on-

demand basis. 

2. Poor prioritization: Comes later in the value chain 

Most organizations are still struggling to get the basics of PAM right which commonly revolve around 

password vaulting, password rotation, privilege elevation and privileged session management. While 

that may be the right approach as these PAM basics can help organizations achieve security objectives 

far rapidly than continuous controls such as PAG. This leaves IAM and security leaders with limited time, 

effort and motivation to focus on PAG pushing it back in the list of priorities due to its late business 

value realization capability. 

As PAG doesn’t provide immediate business value benefits, it tends to appear much 

later, if at all, in the PAM execution cycle which further delays and complicates its 

implementation, leaving PAM leaders deprived of its long term benefits 

3. Implementation requiring a certain level of PAM maturity 

Not only does it appears later in the value chain,  PAG also requires a certain level of IT and 

subsequently PAM maturity before it could be implemented right and effectively to produce the desired 

results. It requires security leaders to understand the scope of privileged access – access certification, 

role governance, continuous monitoring, auditing, reporting and dashboarding etc. before it is designed, 

planned and implemented for success. 

4. Inadequate Technology Support 

There’s limited technical support available from the IAM technology vendors to support comprehensive 

Privileged Access Governance requirements of the organizations. Most PAM vendors are not well 

equipped to manage the basics of privileged access certification or the account lifecycle management. 

IGA tools, however, can cater to these requirements but they are designed and deployed with the 

standard users and their access management as the primary audience and the key drivers. While 

extending IGA workflows to manage PAG requirements can work well to serve basic PAG use-cases but 

there are limitations on how far this integration could be stretched without severely compromising on 

the business value. 
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5. Planning for PAG 

Because PAG comes later than most PAM technology initiatives in the value chain and requires a certain 

level of IT and PAM maturity, it is frequently omitting from the design and planning phases of PAM 

programs. PAG is also commonly ignored while procuring cloud services and planning for security 

controls. PAG, with its ability to provide better visibility and control, should be refrained from being an 

afterthought among the important considerations for cloud services adoption. 

IAM and security leaders need to bring PAG ahead in the PAM program planning to 

be able to include it in the PAM design and architecture phases so they can be built 

with additional capacity considerations to support PAG when appropriate 

6. The lack of collaboration between IT Security and IT Operations teams 

A lack of proper information exchange and collaboration between IT security and IT Operations team is 

another key challenge commonly observed to hamper the value of PAG. A successful PAG 

implementation requires a good understanding of operational as well as security requirements of 

privileged accounts and users as well as privileged operations on a whole to design and build a 

sustainable PAG model. 

6 Thycotic’s Approach to Privileged Access Governance 

Thycotic has developed one of the market’s first Privileged Access Governance solution. Thycotic’s 

Account Lifecycle Manager (ALM) enables IT Security professionals to manage the account life-cycle of 

privileged accounts, primarily the service accounts to offer better control of accounts and oversight into 

their use throughout their existence. 

Thycotic takes the perspective that traditional Privileged Access Management solutions have not been 

historically well-suited for privileged account governance – processes that are largely manual and 

conducted with little to no oversight.  Because privileged service accounts often lack owners in 

organizations, little visibility and accountability are associated with them. IT and security teams cannot 

manage the lifecycle and governance of those accounts without having full visibility into the historical 

attributes associated with the accounts creation and purpose within the IT infrastructure. Consequently, 

security teams rarely know the purpose of service accounts and are unwilling to decommission those 

accounts due to the risk of service interruption.  Such service account sprawl is common across 

organizations of every side inefficient from both a resource and auditing perspective.  Most importantly, 

due to the highly privileged access that service accounts provide, lack of appropriate visibility, oversight, 

and governance is a major security issue for every organization. 
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The key capabilities of Thycotic Account Lifecycle Manager (ALM) include: 

• Web-based SaaS for service account management 

• Account governance and reporting 

• Automated account provisioning and expiration 

• Customizable account templates and workflows 

• API access to all functionality for automation 

• Webhooks for ticketing system integrations 

• Integrated with Thycotic Secret Server 

• SOC II certification 

From a technical perspective, the capabilities of Thycotic Account Lifecycle Manager (ALM) provides the 

following account lifecycle options to complete the privileged access request and approval management 

cycle: 

1. Review 

• ALM notifies the user that they must acknowledge renewal 

• ALM does not turn the account off 

2. Disable 

• ALM notifies the user that they must acknowledge renewal 

• If the account is not renewed, the AD account is set to “disable” 

3. Expire 

• ALM notifies the user that they must get account re-approved before renewal 

• If the account is not renewed, the AD account is expired on the appropriate date/ time 

4. Delete 

• ALM notifies the user that they must acknowledge renewal 

• If the account is not renewed, the AD account is deleted along with the credentials in the 

Thycotic Secret Server 

As the market’s first Privileged Access Governance service, Thycotic ALM presents the 

potential to meet the ever-increasing demand of organizations for managing 

privileged account life-cycle events in a more organized and compliant manner 

With these provisions in place to manage account life-cycle events, Thycotic ALM is a great addition to 

Thycotic Secret Server for conducting privileged access reviews of service and software accounts on an 

on-demand basis. Use of pre-configured ready templates for requesting access, notification and 

approval management enables organizations to directly tap onto these features without the need for 

further configurations or extensive customizations. 
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Figure 1: Thycotic ALM’s approach for delivering Privileged Access Governance(Source: Thycotic) 

Automated account provisioning and deprovisioning by Thycotic ALM provides strict control over 

provisioning and decommissioning of accounts based on the certification outcome, is immediate and 

doesn’t require manual intervention eliminating any chances of manual errors. 

API access to all the account management functions allow for easy integration with IT Service 

Management (ITSM) tools such as ServiceNow, Remedy and let organizations use a common front 

end for access and approval request management for simplification of user experience and better 

tracking of requests. 

Hosted on Azure, Thycotic ALM is available as a SaaS and provides integration with an AD domain 

controller or Azure AD for management of AD accounts. An integration with Thycotic Secret Server 

allows for common reporting and dashboarding capabilities. 
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7 Recommendations 

Privileged Access Governance for any organization must be driven by its unique set of internal processes, 

infrastructure, operations, security policies and local or industry regulations combined with the need to 

have better control over accounts sprawl and visibility into access privileges.  Security leaders focused on 

IAM and PAM must evaluate the need for Privileged Access Governance early in the process and plan for 

it accordingly. If achieving successful Privileged Access Governance is important to your organization, 

Thycotic’s Account Lifecycle Manager should be considered. 

As organizations grow through their PAM journey, there will be a need arising to manage the different 

operational, process efficiency and delivery aspects. Privileged Access Governance caters to these 

requirements well through the various mechanisms of privileged access certification, recertification, 

access reconciliation, privileged role governance and reporting and dashboarding. 

It is recommended that security leaders understand and scope the objectives and requirements of PAG 

well before planning to implement it. Some organizations, for eg., may not have an urgent need to 

implement privileged role governance and access certifications of privileged accounts with IT separation 

of duties are the most important requirements for them to implement PAG. In such cases, they can plan 

to outsource privileged role governance to IGA integration and focus on implementing access 

certification workflows and controls for IT SoD. 

As privileged access certifications are deemed more critical because of their 

heightened impact on business and organizational security posture, security leaders 

are advised to conduct privileged access certifications more frequently than standard 

user access certifications 

It is also recommended that security leaders create and update an inventory of privileged accounts 

across the IT environment and the use of such accounts is recorded and accounted for. Besides the 

security best practice to periodically scan your infrastructure for discovering any new accounts 

introduced with excess privileges, it is becoming increasingly important for organizations to plan for 

dynamic environments that change rapidly, such as those using large scale virtualization, or hybrid IT 

environments that include cloud infrastructure services. Autodiscovery features offered by PAM tools 

provide automated discovery of unmanaged systems and accounts across the range of IT infrastructure 

and should be integrated with Privileged Access Governance for proper on-boarding of accounts and 

lifecycle management thereafter. 
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Besides periodic access certification capabilities, security leaders should also consider implementing 

event-based micro-certifications, which unlike periodic access certifications, contribute significantly to 

continuous Privileged Access GovernancePrivileged Access Governance capabilities of an organization. 

Security leaders might initially find it difficult to gather sufficient buy-in from 

stakeholders for Privileged Access Governance, however, the outstanding and long-

term benefits demonstrated carefully to the business should help to gather the 

necessary consensus 

The technology options available from PAM tools for enabling Privileged Access Governance are a few 

and nascent at this stage but are growing rapidly and can be easily on-boarded as compared to complex 

integrations with IGA toolsets. Therefore, it is recommended that organizations either extend existing 

access governance controls or implement PAG capabilities offered by PAM vendors to support privileged 

users and accounts in order to meet an organization's compliance requirements that include privileged 

account lifecycle management, privileged access certification and auditing of users' access to privileged 

accounts. 

It also becomes increasingly important for organizations to periodically review and validate that 

privileged users have appropriate access to privileged assets and information. Re-using existing 

governance controls offered by IGA tools for requesting access and approval of privileged access 

associated with service and software accounts is recommended for scenarios that demand fine 

granularity of entitlements for administrative roles, detailed role governance and advanced separation 

of duty (SoD) controls, however, this may involve significant integration and customization efforts. With 

more PAM tools offering built-in access governance features, Privileged Access Governance  is fast 

becoming a mainstream requirement of PAM RFCs. 
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